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Abstract
Consider the degeneracies of BPS bound states of one D6 brane wrapping Calabi-Yau
X with D0 branes and D2 branes. When we include D4-branes wrapping Lagrangian cycle
L in addition, D2-branes can end on them. These give rise to new bound states in the
d = 2, N = (2, 2) theory of the D4 branes. We call these “open” BPS states, in contrast
to closed BPS states that arise from D-branes without boundaries. Lifting this to M-theory,
we show that the generating function is captured by free Fock space spanned by M2-brane
particles ending on M5 branes wrapping L. This implies that the open BPS bound states are
counted by the square of the open topological string partition function on X , reduced to the
corresponding chamber. Our results give new predictions for open BPS invariants and their
wall crossing phenomena when we change the open and closed string moduli. We relate our
results to the work of Cecotti and Vafa on wall crossing in the two dimensional N = (2, 2)
theories. The findings from the crystal melting model for the open BPS invariants proposed
recently fit well with the M-theory predictions.
1 Introduction
Topological string theory has proven to be a powerful tool for counting of BPS states in
various contexts. Closed topological string theory on X is counting BPS states in the 5d
theory resulting from compactifying M-theory on X . These are spinning M2 branes wrapping
curves on X , where one considers a gas of such particles. It is also computing the degeneracies
of BPS bound states in the 4d N = 2 theory from compactifying IIA on X . These are bound
states of D0 and D2 branes with a single D6 brane wrapping X . The relation of these
two counting problems was derived in [1], via lifting IIA to M-theory. There is a subtlety
in the problem of counting BPS bound states due to wall crossing phenomena — the BPS
degeneracies depend on the moduli at infinity. In [2] we showed that, at least when the
Calabi-Yau contains no 4-cycles, the topological string is computing also the wall crossing of
the D6-D2-D0 degeneracies. We showed that there is a simple formula for the BPS generating
function
ZcBPS(q, Q) = Z
c
top(q, Q)Z
c
top(q, Q
−1)
∣∣∣
chamber
, (1.1)
which states that BPS partition function is given as a reduction of the square of the closed
topological string partition function.
In addition to a D6 brane on X , we can also include D4-branes wrapping special La-
grangian submanifolds of X . The BPS states in the resulting N = (2, 2) theory in two
dimensions are “open” BPS states. These are D2 branes wrapping holomorphic disks and
ending on the D4 branes. In this paper, we generalize the argument of [1] to the case of the
open BPS bound states. We show that they are naturally counted by the three-dimensional
N = 2 theory corresponding to M-theory on X with M5 branes wrapping Lagrangian sub-
manifold L of X . The BPS states are a gas of spinning M2 branes, ending on the M5 branes,
in three dimensions. The latter counting problem is in turn solved by the open topological
string. The topological string theory also captures the chamber dependence1, as we change
the open and closed string moduli.
In fact, from the Calabi-Yau perspective, it is natural to consider all BPS particles to-
gether, open and closed. Let us denote by ZBPS the corresponding partition function. Then
M-theory lift predict that the chamber dependence of this is captured by the open+closed
partition function as
Zo+cBPS(q, Q, v) = Z
o+c
top (q, Q, v)Z
o+c.∗
top (q, Q
−1, v−1)
∣∣∣
chamber
, (1.2)
1Chamber dependence of open BPS states, in the context of surface operators of N = 2, d = 4 gauge
theories, was discussed recently in [3].
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where Zo+c.∗top (q, Q
−1, v−1), whose closed string part coincides with Zctop(q, Q
−1) in (1.1), will
be defined in the main text.
The BPS spectra of two dimensional N = (2, 2) theory were studied previously by Cecotti
and Vafa [4]. In fact, [4] were first to discover the discontinuities in the BPS spectra as the
moduli of the theory are varied. We show that M-theory results for the jumps in the BPS
spectrum of D6-D2-D0 branes agree, up to some subtleties, with the general predictions of
[4].
The organization of the present paper is as follows. In section 2, we review the basic idea
of [2]. In section 3 we review the open topological string partition function, focusing on the
integrality [5, 6] and the connection with counting M2-branes ending on M5-branes. We also
generalize the work of [1] to open topological string and open BPS bound states. Based on
these results we derive in section 3.2 the wall crossing of the open BPS partition function. In
section 4 we discuss the relation to the work of Cecotti and Vafa.
Note added
During the preparation of this paper we learned that related results on open BPS invariants
have been obtained independently in [9]. We thank R. Dijkgraaf, P. Sulkowski and C. Vafa
for sharing this information with us.
2 Closed BPS Wall Crossing and M-theory
The basic idea behind [2] is simple. Consider type IIA string theory on a non-compact Calabi-
Yau manifold X , with a D6 brane wrapping X . This can form BPS bound states with D0
and D2 branes wrapping holomorphic curves. The IIA on X in the presence of the D6 brane
is dual to M-theory on X × TN × R, where TN is the single-centered Taub-NUT space.
Taub-NUT space is a S1 fibration over R3, and the S1 has constant radius at infinity. Let us
denote the radius by R. The D0-branes are mapped to KK momenta on the TN circle, and
D2-branes to M2-branes wrapping curves in X .
The counting problem of M-theory on X×TN ×R is closely related to the corresponding
counting problem of M-theory on X×R4,1. Each single particle state in M-theory on X×R4,1
gives a single particle state in M-theory on X × TN ×R. However, we also need to consider
multi-particle states on TN , corresponding to multiple D-branes bound to the D6 branes.
Under two assumptions, this is captured by a gas of free particles on X ×R4,1. First, assume
that there X has no compact 4-cycles. This means that in IIA there is no D4-branes wrapping
4-cycles, or in M-theory there is no M5-brane wrapping S1 of the Taub-NUT, so that onR4,1 we
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need to consider only particles, and not strings. The second assumption is that we can choose
the value of the moduli such that all the M2-brane particles preserve the same supersymmetry
and there is no forces acting between them. When the first assumption is satisfied, the second
one is true as well. We can start wit a large Fock space, containing all possible M2 brane
and anti-M2 brane states of the theory on X × R4,1. To get the BPS states in a particular
chamber, we restrict to the Fock space of 1-particle M2 brane states whose central charges are
aligned, and which preserve the same supersymmetry. The partition function of BPS bound
states of the D6 brane with these branes is simply the trace in the restricted Fock space.
The degeneracies of the BPS states corresponding to this gas of spinning M2 branes in
M-theory on X × R4,1 are computed by the topological string on X [7, 10]. The M2-brane
particles on X are specified by the class β ∈ H2(X) which M2-brane wraps, and the spins
under the SO(4) = SU(2)L × SU(2)R little group of a massive particle in 5d. We denote the
number of M2-brane particles with intrinsic spin (mL, mR) = (2jL, 2jR) and wrapping β by
N
(mL,mR)
β , and define the index
Nmβ =
∑
mR
(−1)mRN (mL,mR)β .
For each such particle, we get a field Φ in 5D, which can carry additional excitations on R4.
If we denote by z1, z2 the coordinates on R
4, Φ has a mode expansion
Φ(z1, z2) =
∑
i,j
αi,jz
i
1z
j
2.
As noted in [1], z1 and z2 transform under the U(1) ⊂ SU(2)L with charge one each — so the
excitations on R4 also carry D0 brane charge.
Each 5D particle corresponding to M2 brane in class β and intrinsic spinm thus contributes
a factor ∏
i,j=1
(1− qi+j+m−1Qβ) =
∏
n=1
(1− qn+mQβ)n,
to the generating function,where q keeps track of the spin and Q of the class in H2(X). The
contribution from all particles summed up is therefore given by
ZcFock =
∏
β,m
∞∏
n=1
(1− ql+mQβ)lN
m
β . (2.1)
Note that the product (2.1) involves both β > 0 and β < 0. For particle corresponding to
class β, we also get its anti-particle, corresponding to the M2 brane wrapping β with opposite
orientation.
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This amplitude is computed by the topological string partition function on X [7, 10]
Zctop =
∏
β>0,m
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn+mQβ)nN
m
β , (2.2)
where Q counts the degree of the worldsheet instanton, and q = e−gs. Note that this only re-
ceives contribution from M2 branes on holomorphic curves, and not anti- M2 branes. Putting
this together, the Fock space partition function is
ZcFock = Z
c
top(q, Q)Z
c
top(q, Q
−1). (2.3)
We still have to restrict the Fock space to be generated by mutually BPS particles. This
is determined by the central charges in four dimensions, and depends on the chamber. By
assumption 2, we are choosing all central charges to be aligned or anti-aligned, corresponding
to turning off the Ka¨hler class, and allowing for only the B-fields in IIA. The central charge
of D2 brane in class β with n D0 branes is
Z(D2) = (βB + n)/R.
The BPS particles are those which satisfies
Z(D2) > 0.
This means that the BPS partition function is given by
ZcBPS = Z
c
top(q, Q)Z
c
top(q, Q
−1)
∣∣∣
chamber
.
The fact that the particles span a free Fock space, and the partition function takes an infinite
product form, is precisely what is observed in the literature [11, 12, 13].
3 Open BPS States and M-theory
In this section, we consider the generalization of the above to open BPS invariants2. Consider
adding M D4 branes wrapping a special Lagrangian submanifold L of X . The D4 branes fill
R1,1 subspace of the flat space, and break half the supersymmetry of the Calabi-Yau. The
theory on the branes thus has N = (2, 2) supersymmetry in two dimensions. We now get
new kinds of BPS particles, corresponding to D2 branes wrapping disks and ending on the
D4 brane [5]. These particles can form BPS bound states with the D6 brane and the closed
2See [14, 15, 16] for recent discussions.
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D2 branes and the D0 branes we had before, and pin them to the D4 branes. These are the
open BPS invariants that we would like to count3.
A D2 brane ending on a D4 brane is magnetically charged under 5d gauge field A on the D4
brane, and electrically charged under the corresponding dual two-form B, dA = ∗dB. Suppose
b1(L) = r. We get r 1−cycles on L that are contractible in X and fill in to holomorphic disks
in X . We will assume, for simplicity that r = 1, tough the generalization to arbitrary r is
manifest. Integrating the B-field on the S1 we get a U(1)M magnetic gauge group generated
by
∫
S1
B. The D2 branes wrapping the holomorphic disks and ending on the D4 brane are
BPS particles charges under the magnetic U(1)M . The U(1)M gauge fields in two dimensions
sit in the twisted chiral multiplets Σi, i = 1, . . .M , whose lowest components ui enter the
BPS masses of the particles charged under them4. Since we are not interested in the gauge
dynamics on the D4 branes, we will view the gauge symmetry as a global symmetry, and Σi
as background multiplets. The charges of a D2 brane under U(1)M keep track of which D4
branes the D2 brane has boundaries on, and how many times it wraps the corresponding S1.
More precisely, since the M D4 branes are identical, we have SM permutation invariance so
the particles are representations R of U(1)M/SM (which can also be viewed as representations
of U(M)).
When we lift this to M-theory on X × TN × R, we now get an M5 brane wrapping the
Lagrangian L and filling R2,1, where open D2 branes become M2 branes ending on the M5
brane. On the M5 branes, there is a U(1)M gauge theory, with N = 2 supersymmetry, where
the open M2 branes are BPS particles. Under the same assumptions as in the previous section
(we will explain below why these are justified), the computation of BPS bound states in IIA
reduces to computation of BPS degeneracies of a gas of free particles in M-theory, now living
on the flat R2,1 world volume of the M5 brane. Below, we will show, following [5], that the
degeneracies of the spinning open M2 branes on R2,1 are computed by the open topological
string, corresponding to A-model on X with a Lagrangian L. To extract the degeneracies of
the BPS bound state of one D6 brane with the open and closed D2 branes and D0 branes, we
have to restrict the Fock space to those states preserving the same supersymmetry.
3The counting of open BPS states was also studied in [17]. In that context, the instead of the D6 branes
wrapping X the authors had N D4 branes on a divisor in X .
4In fact, as we will need later, u =
∫
disk
k + i
∫
S1
A, where A is the electric U(1) on the D4 brane. We
can write this, equivalently as u =
∫
disk
(k + iBNS), since on the D4 brane BNS − dA is the gauge invariant
combination.
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3.1 Open M2 Branes and the Topological String
The BPS particles are now labeled by their U(M) representation R, bulk class β, spin s and R-
charge r. The presence of the M5 branes breaks the symmetries: SO(4) = SU(2)L×SU(2)R is
now broken to SO(2)L×SO(2)R: these now correspond to the little group of a particle in three
dimensions and the R-symmetry of the N = 2 theory. More precisely sL = s+ r, sR = s− r
where s is the spin and r is the R-charge. sR permutes the fields within the same multiplet,
and sL annihilates the state.
We denote the number of M2-brane particles with intrinsic spin (sL, sR) and wrapping β
and representation R by N
(sL,sR)
β,R , and define the index
N sLβ,R =
∑
sR
(−1)sRN (sL,sR)β,R .
Now, again, each such 3d particle gives rise to a field Φ, and excitations of this field on R2
are the particles we want to count
Φ(z) =
∑
n
αnz
n.
Here we have set z = z1, since M5 brane wraps the and z2 = 0 subspace of R
4,1.
The partition function of these particles can be written as follows. Introduce chemical
potentials q, corresponding to the spin s, Q corresponding to the charge β and vi corresponding
to the charges of the M2 branes under the U(1)M . For each field in representation R, β, s, we
get a contribution ∏
~kR
∏
n=1
(1− qs+nQβv
~kR)
m~kR ,
where the product is over the weight vectors ~kR are of the representation R, m~kR are the
corresponding multiplicities and
v
~kR =
M∏
i=1
v
kRi
i .
The full Fock-space partition function is
ZcFock =
∏
β,s,R
∏
kR
∞∏
n=1
(1− qs+nv
~kRQβ)
m~kR
Ns
β,R. (3.1)
Note that, as in the closed string case, this should include M2 branes with both orientations.
Flipping the orientation corresponds to sending β to −β, s to −s and R to R¯, simultaneously,
where CPT ensures
N sβ,R = N
−s
−β,R¯
. (3.2)
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As explained in [5], the degeneracies of open M2 branes ending on an M5 brane wrapping L
are computed by the open topological string partition function in the presence of a D4 brane
wrapping a Lagrangian L. It was shown in [5] that the open topological string partition
function has the following simple expansion, similar to the Gopakumar-Vafa expansion [7, 10]
in the closed case:
Zotop = exp
(
∞∑
d=1
∑
R
fR(q
d, Qd)TrR
V d
d
)
, (3.3)
where
fR(q, Q) =
∑
s,β>0
∑
R
NR,β,s
q1/2 − q−1/2
Qβqs−
1
2 ,
and where NR,β,s is an integer counting M2-brane particles with R, β and s
5. The symbol
TrRV denotes the holonomy of the gauge field on the D4-brane. Here V captures the BPS
masses of the open M2 branes, namely
V = diag(v1, v2, . . . , vM).
We can write
TrRV
d =
∑
kR
m~kR
∏
i
v
dkRi
i , (3.4)
where kRi are the weights of the representation R andm~kR their multiplicities. Then expression
(3.3) can be rewritten as the Fock space trace:
Zotop =
∞∏
l=0
∏
R,s,β>0
∏
i
(
1− qn+sQβvk
R
)m~kRNR,β,s . (3.5)
This naturally corresponds to the half of the Fock space corresponding to M2 branes wrapping
holomorphic curves only. In other words, we have
ZoFock = Z
o
top(q, Q, v)Z
o,∗
top(q, Q
−1, v−1), (3.6)
where Zo,∗top contains the contributions of the anti-M2 branes,
Zo,∗top(q, Q
−1, v−1) =
∞∏
l=0
∏
R,s,β>0
∏
i
(
1− qn−sQ−βv−k
R
)m~kRNR,β,s , (3.7)
where we used the (3.2) and the fact that TrR¯V = TrRV
−1. Note that Zo,∗top(q, Q, v) is almost
the same as Zotop(q, Q, v), the only difference being that the spin s in the power of q is replaced
by −s.
5We have shifted the definition of spin by 1/2 relative to [6].
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3.2 Open BPS Wall Crossing and M-theory
Up to this point we discuss all M2-brane particles. Consider the central charges of the
particles, which determine which ones are mutually BPS. The central charge of the open D2
brane wrapping a holomorphic disk in class kR, bulk class β and D0 brane charge n is given
by6
Z(D2) = (u(kR) + t(β) + n) /R, (3.8)
where
t =
∫
S2
ik +B,
and
u =
∫
disk
ik +B.
Here, B is the NSNS B-field, and k is the Ka¨hler class and R is the radius of the Taub-NUT
defined above. The central charge receives contributions from the background twisted chiral
multiplets where gauge fields and their superpartners reside (see, for example [8]). The central
charge is of the form σ(q) = q ·σ where q is the charge of the state under the gauge symmetry,
and σ the lowest component of the twisted chiral multiplet. The first term in (3.8) comes
from the U(1)M gauge symmetry on the D4 branes. The second two come from the bulk
gauge fields, reduced to two dimensions7. To satisfy our assumption 2, that all the central
charges of D2 and D0 branes align, we had set the area of all the disks to zero and 2-cycles to
be zero. This is possible, since t and u are the moduli of our our theory in two dimensions,
which we can dial at will. The central charge is then given by
Z(D2) = (B(kR) + B(β) + n) /R,
in IIA, or equivalently
Z(M2) = C(kR) + C(β) + n/R,
in M-theory. The BPS particles are particles whose central charges align, with
Z(D2) > 0.
6As in [2], there is a complex proportionality constant between R in the formulas here and the radius of
the Taub-NUT; this is irrelevant for the discussion of wall crossing.
7The 4d N = 2 bulk vector multiplet splits into two twisted chiral multiplets. These determines the 2d
N = (2, 2) central charges of the 4d electrically and magnetically charged states. Namely, the twisted chiral
multiplet coupling to electrons contains the the d = 4 complex scalar, and the longitudinal components A0,1
of the d = 4 vector. The twisted chiral multiplet coupling to monopoles is slightly more complicated. Start
with the chiral multiplet containing two transverse components of the gauge fields A2,3. The dual twisted
chiral multiplet determines the d = 2 central charge of the magnetically charged particles, in particular of the
D6 brane. We will need this in a later section.
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This means that the complete open+closed BPS partition function is
Zo+cBPS(q, Q, v) = Z
o+c
Fock(q, Q, v)
∣∣∣
Z(D2)>0
,
where the Fock-space partition function is computed by the open+closed topological string
partition function,
Zo+cBPS(q, Q, v) = Z
o+c
top (q, Q, v)Z
∗,o+c
top (q, Q
−1, v−1)
∣∣∣
Z(D2)>0
.
3.3 Examples
In [15], a crystal melting model for the open BPS invariants at hand was proposed by one of
the authors, generalizing the previous results for the closed invariants [25, 26]. There the jump
of the open BPS invariants under the change of closed string moduli was studied. However,in
that work it was not clear which value of the open string moduli the crystal computation
corresponded to, or what happens as open string moduli are varied. The partition function
that the authors computed had two properties: a) in the limit large values of closed Ka¨hler
moduli it reduced to a single copy of open topological string, and b) as the closed string
moduli are varied, only the degeneracies of closed BPS states jumped.
From our results, property a) implies that BPS invariants studied in [15] are in the special
chambers where
R > 0, ui →∞.
Then, fixing R, and ui and taking Re(t) to infinity one indeed recovers the topological string
amplitude. For example, when 0 < Re(t) < 1, we have
ZBPS = Z
o+c
top (q, Q, v)Z
c(q, Q−1).
and when Re(t)→∞, we have
ZBPS = Z
o+c
top (q, Q, v).
In this case, taking Re(t) to infinity in addition, only M2 branes ever contribute, and no
anti-M2 branes. This means that ZBPS has the same open part as the topological string
theory.
We can consider another extreme 0 < Re(ui) < 1. In this case, open part has contributions
both from M2-branes and anti M2-branes. For example if 0 < Re(t) < 1
ZBPS(q, Q, v) = Z
o+c
top (q, Q, v)Z
o+c,∗
top (q, Q
−1, v−1).
We can also consider R < 0. For example, there is a chamber R < 0,Re(ui)→∞,Re(t)→∞,
where the partition function simply becomes one.
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4 Relation to the Work of Cecotti and Vafa
The wall crossing of the closed BPS invariants discussed in section 2 is a special case of a
more general problem, the wall crossing of BPS bound states in four dimensional theories with
N = 2 supersymmetry. In this context, Kontsevich and Soibelman [18] recently conjectured
that the degeneracies on two sides of the wall are related by commuting certain symplecto-
morphisms of complex tori. In the special case of N = 2 gauge theories in four dimensions,
this remarkable structure was explained from several different perspectives [19, 20, 21]. In
particular, in [21] both the appearance, and the particular choice of symplectomorphism, was
beautifully illuminated. In some cases, the statements that follow from [18] are particularly
simple, and were predicted in physics literature [22] a while back. When the state of charge
Γ decays into two primitive states Γ1 and Γ2 = Γ− Γ1,
Γ → Γ1 + Γ2,
the degeneracies of single particle states Ω(Γ) jump8 as [18, 22]
Ω(Γ)→ Ω(Γ) + 〈Γ1,Γ2〉 Ω(Γ1) Ω(Γ2).
More generally, when the central charges of Γ1 and Γ2 align, they do so for any multiple of
Γ1 and Γ2 as well, so one can a-priori loose an infinite number of states. While there are no
known such simple formulas for the general case, [18, 22] predicted that in the semi-primitive
case, where only one of the charges is primitive, the degeneracies Ω(Γ1 + nΓ2) jump as
Z(q)→ Z(q)
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)−n〈Γ1,Γ2〉Ω(nΓ2),
where we defined
Z(q) =
∞∑
n=0
Ω(Γ1 + nΓ2)q
n. (4.1)
As noted in [2], M-theory provides a derivation of this formula when Γ2 carries D0 and D2
brane charges, and Γ1 in addition carries one unit of D6 brane charge. Note that the jumps
are governed by a Mac-Mahon function type formula,
∏∞
n=1(1− q
n)−nω(n).
In the present context, we count open BPS states. We have seen that M-theory predicts
that the BPS states jump as
Ω(Γ)→ Ω(Γ) + Ω(Γ1) Ω(Γ2). (4.2)
8In what follows, we will be cavalier about whether we gain or loose the states in the jump, i.e. about the
sign of ∆Ω, since that depends on the direction of crossing.
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in the primitive case, and more generally as,
Z(q) → Z(q)
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)−Ω(nΓ2), (4.3)
in the semi-primitive case, where Z(q) is as in (4.1). In other words, M-theory predicts that
the open BPS states jumps are governed by eta-function
∏∞
n=1(1− q
n)−1 type formulas.
In fact, this could have been anticipated. The open BPS states are BPS states in the
N = (2, 2) abelian gauge theory in two dimensions on the world-volume of the D4 branes.
The open D2 branes (bound to the closed D0, D2 branes and the D6 brane), as discussed
above, are charged particles in this two-dimensional theory. The particles in two dimensions
are solitons. This is so even for fundamental matter, simply because a particle is a codimension
one object, so the vacuum of the theory can change from one side to the other. Soliton spectra
of the massive N = (2, 2) theories were studied in [23, 4]. The fact that the spectrum of BPS
states can jump was in fact discovered in this context. We will now first review the essential
results from [4], and then explain how to apply them in the present context.
4.1 Review of [4]
Consider a massive N = (2, 2) theory. BPS particles are solitons ∆ik interpolating between
the vacua i and k at spatial infinities. Let
µik = Trik(−1)
FF
be the “number” of such solitons, or more precisely the index that weights the solitons with
their fermion number charge F . Only the BPS solitons contribute to the index. These live
in short, two dimensional representations of the N = (2, 2) supersymmetry, and the index is
the same as counting the multiplets weighted by (−1)F , where F is the fermion number of
the lowest component in the multiplet [4].
The central charge, Z(∆ik) of the soliton depends only on the vacua i and k, so we can
define Wi, so that
Z(∆ik) =Wi −Wk.
If the theory at hand is a Landau-Ginsburg theory, then Wi is the value of the superpotential
W in the i-th vacuum. If, as we cross the line of marginal stability, Wj crosses the line in the
W -plane interpolating between Wi and Wk, the soliton ∆ik decays as
∆ik → ∆ij +∆jk,
11
and moreover the number of solitons jumps as
µik → µik + µijµjk. (4.4)
More generally, vacua j1, j2, . . . jN can cross the straight line connecting Wi and Wj , where
the order is set by the order of interception points. The state ∆ik can have different decay
channels, corresponding to all the different ways of getting from i to k while passing through
the intermediate vacua. The index in the ik sector jumps as
µik → µik +
∑
1≤n≤N
1≤s1<s2<...<sn≤N
µijs1µjs1 ,js2 . . . µjsn ,k. (4.5)
This has a simple interpretation. The jump corresponds to counting all the chains of BPS
solitons interpolating from vacuum i to vacuum k via the intermediate vacua. More precisely,
we are counting the lowest components of these multiplets, weighted by (−1)F . Since the net
fermion number is simply the sum of the fermion numbers, the result is simply the product
of the BPS degeneracies in the individual sectors of the chain.
4.2 Counting of Open BPS States
In the case at hand, we are counting massive BPS particles, which carry charges under the
U(1) gauge fields from the D4 brane and the bulk. The corresponding central charge that
enters the N = (2, 2) supersymmetry algebra is determined by the lowest components σα of
the twisted chiral multiplets Σα
9. For a particle Γ of charge qα, the central charge is
Z(Γ) =
∑
α
qασα. (4.6)
Per definition then, the solitons of the theory are the fundamental particles. Consider a
vacuum of the theory |i〉. Adding a BPS particle Γ to it changes the vacuum of the theory
from |i〉 on side to |j〉 on the other where, again per definition,
Wj −Wi = Z(Γ).
We can think of the vacua as labeled by the charges of the particles needed to create it, from
an arbitrary but fixed vacuum. Note that we have extra structure here, that is not present in
9In this section, for simplicity of the notation, we use σ to denote both open and closed twisted masses of
the particles on the D4 branes. These include the central charges of D0, D2 and D6 branes, bound to open
D2 branes. In addition, since we are not interested in the dynamics of the gauge theory on the D4 branes,
but only in the BPS particle content, we have been viewing Σα as non-dynamical, so that the charges q
α are
simply the global symmetry charges.
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an arbitrary massive N = (2, 2) theory. Namely, given any vacuum |i′〉, the BPS particle Γ
takes it to a vacuum |j′〉 where Wj′ and Wi′ differ by the BPS mass of Γ, Wj′ −Wi′ = Z(Γ).
Among the particles in the theory is a D6 brane wrapping the whole non-compact Calabi-
Yau. The focus of our paper has been understanding the wall crossing of particles carrying
one unit of D6 brane charge. However, the corresponding central charge is strictly speaking
infinite. If |k〉 is a vacuum with one unit of D6 brane charge, then Wk is strictly at infinity
in the W plane. To deal with this infinity we need a regulator. The correct way to do this,
it turns out, is to cut off the W-plane at some large but finite radius Λ. ∆ik is then a non-
compact cycle with a boundary. The relevant data that affects the problem is only the angle
θ that Wk −Wi makes with the real axis in the W -plane
10 (see Fig. 1). Moreover, it is easy
to see that θ is independent of any additional D2 or D0 brane charges that the D6 brane
may carry, since the central charges of these are finite. So, any soliton ∆jk where Wj is in
|W | ≤ Λ, corresponds to a state with the same value of θ, but whose central charge Z(∆jk)
differs from Z(∆ik) by a finite amount Wj −Wi.
Figure 1: In theW -plane, all theWji’s are on a single line emanating fromWi. Wk is infinitely
large, and we cut off the W -plane at large radius Λ, shown here in green.
Fix now Γ = ∆ik, corresponding to one unit of D6 brane charge, and some D2 brane and
D0 brane charges. The degeneracy µik of domain walls interpolating between the vacua i and
k is simply the degeneracy of the 1-particle states with charge Γ,
µik = Ω(Γ).
10This parallels the treatment in [24] where the wall crossing of closed BPS bound states corresponding to
D6 branes on non-compact Calabi-Yau was studied.
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As we vary the moduli, suppose vacuum j inside the cutoff W -plane crosses the straight line
between i and k. This then implies that corresponding state Γ2 is a single particle state, with
some D0 and D2 brane charges, and no D6 brane charge. So, ∆ij = Γ2, and ∆jk = Γ−Γ2 = Γ1
carries one unit of D6 brane charge. The soliton degeneracies are simply the degeneracies of
the corresponding one-particle states, so
µij = Ω(Γ2), µjk = Ω(Γ1),
and the jump (4.5) in the degeneracies of Γ predicted from [4] agrees with (4.2).
Moreover, if the vacuum |j〉 corresponding to Γ2 crosses the ik line in the W plane, a large
number of other vacua will cross as well. These are vacua which can be obtained from |i〉 by
adding n Γ2 particles. They are all collinear, located at points Wjn = Wi + nZ(Γ2). This
holds for any n, as long as Wjn is inside the cut-off W-plane. These additional critical points
lead to more complicated decays. Let’s fix Γ1 = ∆jnk, the decay product with one unit of D6
brane charge, and consider all the different ways that we can obtain it from Γ = ∆ik. There
is is a two-soliton decay,
∆ik → ∆ijn +∆jnk.
where Γ = Γ1 + nΓ2 decays into Γ1 and nΓ2 = ∆ijn This, according to [4] corresponds to a
change in the degeneracies
µik → µik + µijnµjnk,
or
Ω(Γ)→ Ω(Γ) + Ω(Γ1)Ω(nΓ2).
This is exactly as predicted from M-theory.
There are also channels where nΓ2 is split into more particles, each carrying some multiple
of Γ2 charge. Here we need to be careful. Much of the discussion of [4] assumes that no three
vacua are collinear in the W -plane11. Here, we are in the opposite regime, of a large number
of collinear vacua. In this regime, a very naive application of (4.5) overcounts the change in
the soliton number.
Recall that, from (4.5), the number of solitons gained or lost, is Ω(Γ1) times the number
of ways of assembling a chain of solitons of total charge nΓ2 out of the available Ω(kΓ2) one
particle BPS states particles of charge kΓ2, where k = 1, 2 . . .. In counting the number of
possibilities, the order of in which we string the Γ2-solitons in a chain would matter. When
11If collinearity is coincidental, one can remove it without loss of generalities, simply by displacing the vacua
slightly. However in the present case it is physical, and there is no small deformation of the theory that can
remove it.
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the vacua are not collinear, the order indeed matters. However here this manner of counting
would lead to a contradiction. Consider example, in a decay channel where Γ splits into Γ1
and n copies of Γ2,
∆ik → ∆ij1 +∆j1j2 + . . .+∆jnk,
The n Γ2 particles are all mutually BPS, so in counting the number of such n particle states,
we can simply use the free Fock-space, generated by 1 particle states. The dimension of the
corresponding n-particle Hilbert space is not Ω(Γ2)
n, as the naive application of [4] would
suggest, but Ω(Γ2)(Ω(Γ2)+1) . . . (Ω(Γ2)+n−1)/n!. The number of states we gain or loose is
just this times Ω(Γ1). One should in principle be able to verify this by a careful computation
of n-soliton contributions to the index in [23, 4]. More generally, we can consider more
complicated splits, where n units of Γ2 charge are split among mℓ particles of charge ℓΓ2,
with
∑
ℓmℓℓ = n. The number of states is just the product of the dimensions of mℓ particle
Hilbert spaces. Of course, this is precisely the counting predicted from M-theory.
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